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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Stephanie Szpylka is a senior who enjoys computer
science, coding, photography, music, and many other
personal interests. Last year, Stephanie gained valuable
experience creating an Android app in AP Computer
Science Principles. For the AP final exam, Stephanie and
her classmates were tasked with creating an app that had
a specific purpose. They were free to choose any subject
matter with the condition that it be compatible with the
MIT App Inventor software.
“I learned how to make other apps in Ms. Boral’s class
before, so I used that knowledge to make my own original
app for the test,” said Stephanie. Stephanie decided to
make an app that would help users track how much water
they consume. “I wanted the app to be socially useful,
and I thought ‘I don’t drink enough water,’ and that’s a
problem other people have too.”
Stephanie’s goal was to create an app that would be easy to use every day. Using MIT App Inventor,
Stephanie was able to drag and drop different functions, such as buttons and text, onto her workspace.
She started by adding a button to log one glass of water, and added more features as the process went
on. This included adding a date and time, and a log button that would show past results and offer more
specific details. The main screen displayed how many glasses of water the user drank on that day.
“I was happy with how the app turned out,” said Stephanie. “It definitely changed the way I think
about computer science. I always like to think about things step by step in general, but now that I’m in
the more difficult computer science class, the skills I learned from this project helped me code better
now.”
Stephanie enjoys the broad range of projects offered to students in Molloy’s Computer Science
program. The program had not kicked off yet when Stephanie was a freshman, but in the years since
she has appreciated how fast the program has grown. “I’ve been interested in computer science for a
while, so the fact that I got to take more classes helped me explore my interests even more.”

Thank you to Dr. Adam L. Young for his
presentation on Cryptovirology and the Birth
of Ransomware. Dr. Young initiated the area of
study known as Cryptovirology in 1996 with Miri
Yung at Columbia University. Over 100 students
and alumni attended Dr. Young’s guest lecture
in October.

SCIENCE RESEARCH
Ashmanie Persaud has studied in Molloy’s Science Research
program during each of the past 3 years. This program is under the
direction of Ms. Mary Mallia. This fall, as a senior, Ashmanie sought
a mentor outside Molloy who could offer her valuable lab experience
and unique learning opportunities. After emailing many professors,
Ashmanie connected with a professor at NYU, Dr. Emily Balcetis, who
believed they would work well together. Dr. Balcetis is a staff member
in NYU’s psychology department.
Ashmanie worked with Dr. Balcetis and students from other schools,
first researching what jobs high school students believe are the most
prestigious. Ashmanie and her team compiled a list of what they
considered to be prestigious jobs and used that information to create
a survey. Ashmanie shared the survey with a small number of Molloy
students. The survey
included
choices
such as astronaut,
neurosurgeon, judge,
lawyer,
professor,
and many others.
After reviewing the
results,
Ashmanie
selected a more
diverse group to take
a second survey. This
time, students were
offered a piece of
candy as an incentive
in exchange for their completed survey. About 100 students opted to
complete the survey for the candy.
The purpose of the research and survey was to measure high school
students’ perception of leadership. Ashmanie reviewed answers and
observed the race, age, and gender of everyone who completed the
survey. Some of the questions dealt with the gender or ethnicity of
perceived leaders. “Some students said they perceived men to be
better leaders than women, while a higher ratio of women said they
perceived men to be better leaders,” said Ashmanie. “This is likely
based on the idea that men and women having different styles.
Generally, men seek more control, while women work better in a team.”
Ashmanie enjoyed working with Dr. Balcetis, and was impressed
with how much time she invested in the students’ research. She will
be working with her mentor through the remainder of her senior year.
Ashmanie also plans to submit her research for consideration at this
year’s New York Science and Engineering Fair and the Google Fair.

BIOLOGY, ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
Students in Mr. Mark Lombardi’s Anatomy & Physiology class are learning about the
skeletal system; how strong it is and how it is constructed. One classroom activity sees
students group up to build an apparatus that mimics the qualities of bones. “The key
is to build something lightweight that will hold a lot of weight,” said Mr. Lombardi. “The
activity is fun because the students get to work together and make something creative,
but it also demonstrates how strong our bones really are. We don’t have to expend a lot
of energy to move.” The goal of the class as a whole, he says, is to understand parts of
the body that students have
always heard of in greater
depth. “They know biceps
flex the arm, but when you
turn your arm, the bicep goes
flaccid while the arm is still
flexed. We talk about why that
is,” explained Mr. Lombardi.
One of Mr. Lombardi’s labs
deals with studying tissue.
Students swab the inside
of their cheek and view
the bacteria under a microscope. “The lesson is that the cells on the surface of our
body are protecting us from organisms that would otherwise exploit us, just like skin
is protective.” More recently, students dissected bullfrogs to study their muscles. “We
compare analogous muscles in the frogs to what we learned about humans. It’s helpful
to apply the lecture to an actual living thing,” said Mr. Lombardi.
Mr. Lombardi explained that the difference between Anatomy & Physiology and Biology
is that in the former, students are simply looking at muscle, whereas in Biology they
are actually cutting
through the muscle
to inspect internal
organs.
“Students
in freshman Biology
learn
critical
thinking skills, how
to
interpret
and
obtain data, and
about life and living
things. The subject
teaches them how to think methodically and logically,” said Mr. Lombardi. One recent
lab assignment saw students study local pond New York City pond water. Students
collected the water, and put it under a microscope in Molloy’s lab. “We were able to
identify micro-organisms they were not aware of living in the water,” said Mr. Lombardi.
Mr. Lombardi noted that his science classes are great general knowledge for all
students, but they do inspire some to pursue work in the medical field. “These classes
are a great place to start exploring your interest in how living things work.”

MATHEMATICS
Seniors in Mr. Brian Klimas’ Statistics class enjoy a half-year
multi-part project that encourages them to be creative while
recording some interesting research. Each student must pick a
question they want to research, such as “Do people who listen
to music at higher volumes drive faster?” The key is to select
two things that might not necessarily be related, but investigate
whether or not they could be related. Students first fine-tune
their question, then edit and create a survey to collect feedback.
They then administer the survey to classmates as a hypothesis
test, after which they calculate the data in Microsoft Excel and
determine whether their findings support their initial question or
prove it false. At the end of the semester, each student presents
their findings to their classmates.
“The project requires the students to do a lot of legwork, scoring,
and cataloguing,” said Mr. Klimas. “The results are always fiftyfifty, but that’s not important. What matters is that the students
successfully maneuvered each step of the process.” Some other
recent projects include: “do athletes get more detention than nonathletes,” “are kids who go to retreats in Esopus more likely to
attend Molloy reunions,” and “do people who wear glasses like
Star Wars more than people who don’t wear glasses?”
Statistics is one of many classes at Molloy that offers St.
John’s Extension Credits. This means that students who enroll in
Statistics have the opportunity to apply for college credits before
they ever graduate from Molloy. “Earning college credits while
in high school has several benefits,” said Mr. Klimas. “First, it’s
smart financially because it costs less to apply for credits here
than it is in college. Second, students get to take a college-level
course in an environment they’re already comfortable in. Third, it
gives them a leg-up on college. By the time they step foot on their
college campus, they’ll already have several credits that fulfill a
math requirement.”
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